Spontaneously immortalized cell lines obtained from adult Atm null mice retain sensitivity to ionizing radiation and exhibit a mutational pattern suggestive of oxidative stress.
The study of Ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T) has benefited significantly from mouse models with knockout mutations for the Atm (A-T mutation) locus. While these models have proven useful for in vivo studies, cell cultures from Atm null embryos have been reported to grow poorly and then senesce. In this study, we initiated primary cultures from adult ears and kidneys of Atm homozygous mice and found that these cultures immortalized readily without loss of sensitivity to ionizing radiation and other Atm related cell cycle defects. A mutational analysis for loss of expression of an autosomal locus showed that ionizing radiation had a mutagenic effect. Interestingly, some spontaneous mutants exhibited a mutational pattern that is characteristic of oxidative mutagenesis. This result is consistent with chronic oxidative stress in Atm null cells. In total, the results demonstrate that permanent cell lines can be established from the tissues of adult mice homozygous for Atm and that these cell lines will exhibit expected and novel consequences of this deficiency.